
 

 

 

 

One year ago the Shadowmancer Fawkes stole the 

Orb of Shades from the royal alchemist's workshop 

of King Nobychezzar. The King sent six of his best 

generals in pursuit of the fugitive wizard. The 

bounty he promised: the general that captured the 

Shadowmancer and returned with the  Orb of 

Shades would become the Lord Commander of the 

Realm. A rogue Orruk warboss tracked down 

Fawkes and took the Orb by force. 

Nurgle sent one of his chosen to stop the Orruks and 

their Warboss and retrieve the Orb. But the Orruk 

Warboss had a lucky shaman… that bumbled across 

a means to unlock the full power of the Orb which 

provided the magic to teleport to any point on the 

battlefield while also manipulating time (allowing a 

re-roll once per turn). After defeating the army of 

Nurgle and capturing Fawkes, the Shadowmancer 

talked his way out of bondage by promising the 

leader of the destruction warband to fulfill a wish… 

any wish. 

 

The warboss, atop his mighty Maw-Krusha, 

surrendered the mystic orb in exchange for a portal 

opened upon the wide expanse of green valleys 

dotted with rustic cottages and populated with sheep 

and peaceful shepherds. He and his warband were 

never seen again. Fawkes faded into the shadows 

and was lost… along with the orb. And during the 

year since King Nobychezzer, after executing all 

members of his royal palace guard and captain of 

mystic security, has consoled his loss with ale and 

long nights of weeping while his kingdom settled 

into disrepair and ruin. 

 

Now the land is divided into disparate city-states 

and mercenary warbands, each in a position to 

usurp control of the region with possession of the 

powerful Orb of Shadows. You lead a warband 

allied with another warlord in pursuit of the Orb and 

with it you may wield a mystic advantage to 

vanquish your rivals and perhaps even replace the 

King on the throne. 

 

Description: The wizard Fawkes returns from last year! Narrative AoS event featuring a progressive campaign 

with teams across different types of games. Report of last year's event: 

https://fancywars.wordpress.com/2016/11/06/fawkes-hunt-age-of-signar-narrative-event/ 

 

Location: The End Games at 143 Zan Rd, Charlottesville, VA 22901 Phone: (434) 973-2205 

 

Date/Time: Sunday, November 5, 11 am - 6 pm. The store is opening before the usual operating hours to 

accomodate our event. Consider buying something from their range of stocked GW products along with an 

assortment of beverages and snacks. 

https://fancywars.wordpress.com/2016/11/06/fawkes-hunt-age-of-signar-narrative-event/


 

 

Registration: send email to warpeper@gmail.com and include your name, your team partner’s name, the Grand 

Alliance your doubles team represents, and any narrative details about your respective generals and armies. If 

you can’t find a partner, let us know and we will try to match you with another player in the same situation. 

 

Armies: create a Vanguard (1,000 points) army according to pages 74-75 of the General’s Handbook 2017. 

From that army designate a group of models up to 25 Renown points for the Skirmish round, see page 34 of the 

Skimish rules; Skirmish house rule: minimum 3 models and any 1 model may be designated as a Hero to lead 

the warband for the skirmish round only, and add an extra wound to that model’s total wound count. At least 

one player on your team should consider bringing enough models for an alternative 2K point Battlehost army in 

case a partner can’t make it or we have an odd number of teams on the day of the event so everyone can play. 

 

What else to bring: Lunch money. If you would like to share a group lunch at the store picked up from Mission 

BBQ then bring $10 cash for BBQ sandwich and sides (drinks available in The End Games), or consider 

leaving for lunch at several nearby locations. 

 

Scoring: This is a narrative event which means you’re welcome to bring the army you want to play but winning 

games isn’t the only way you can win the event. There are 3 ways to score: participation, sports, and battle.  

 

1. Participation (8 points possible):  

 2 points = Show a copy of a receipt of at least $10 made to a charitable organization by at least one 

player on the team, or $5 by each (the SPCA thrift store is on the corner near the store for a quick 

purchase to count). 

 2 points = Both armies on a team are painted and based to tabletop standard (we know it when we see 

it). 1 point if only one army is painted or basing is not done. 

 1 point = Narrative. Both armies on a team have uniquely named generals, a short history of their 

respective armies, and a summary of how they came to be aligned for this event submitted by email to 

warpeper@gmail.com by the deadline of November 3rd. 

 3 points = Narrative performance. Each team has 4 minutes to present the background narrative of their 

armies after lunch and before the start of the second round. This can involve simply reading the narrative 

army descriptions or include a song or other performance. After each team presents all players and NEO 

vote for their favorite. Second favorite scores 2 points. Each team presenting scores 1 point. 

 

2. Sports (4 points possible): 

 2 points = good etiquette. Respect the store and others. Each team starts with 2 points, but if you are 

taken aside to discuss inappropriate behavior then you will lose one or both of these points and may be 

asked to leave at the discretion of the organizer. 

 2 points = favorite opposing team vote. Each player votes for a favorite opposing team at the end of the 

event. Most votes earns 2 points, and the 2nd most votes earns 1 point. 

 

3. Battle (8 points possible):  

 1 point = special objective revealed day of event. 

 1 point = victory round 1 Skirmish. 

 1 point = draw round 2 and/or 3. 

 2 points = major victory round 2. 

 4 points = major victory round 3 siege. 

 

Grand total of 20 points possible. The highest score will earn the respective team the Best Overall award. 

 

Special thanks: This event is designed and sponsored by the Warpeper Miniature Gaming Club and hosted by 

The End Games. Show your support and appreciation with a purchase from the store. 

mailto:warpeper@gmail.com
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SCHEDULE 

11:00 am - ROLL CALL: sign-up and receive score sheets. 

11:11 am - INTRODUCTION & ROUND 1: Skirmish game, random pairings, 25 Renown per player. Players 

move units to capture clues to unlock the Shadowmancer’s vault. Winners earn Triumph for round 2. 

11:51 am - END Round 1 and score. Set out armies for favorite painted voting and include a name card. 

11:55 am - LUNCH: eat BBQ with the group in store for $10 or go out. Drinks separate in store. 

12:33 pm - NARRATIVE ROUND: submit favorite painted votes, and then teams present an army narrative for 

popular voting for the best (most entertaining, funny, informative, etc.). 

1:00 pm - ROUND 2: coalition of death or Triumph & Treachery; each team chooses which they prefer to play 

this round. Winners earn a Triumph and defender’s position for round 3. 

3:22 pm - END Round 2 and score. 

3:33 pm - ROUND 3: Siege! Round 2 winning teams defend a fortress from a siege to determine control of the 

kingdom and possibly the next regent to sit on the throne. 

5:55 pm - END Round 3 and score. Vote for favorite opposing team. 

6:00 pm - AWARDS: Best Overall Team (highest total score), Best Painted Army (voted), NEO’s Choice 

(organizer’s discretion). 

             

 


